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1.

Funda?



2*.
1.Ms. Anu Aga

2.Mr. H.K. Dua

3.Dr. Ashok S. Ganguly

4.Smt. B.Jayashree

5.Prof.Mrinal Miri

6.Dr,Bhalchandra Mungekar

7.Mr K. Parasharan

8.Shri K.T.S. Tulsi

Non Exhaustive list of 
what?



3.
The original source is also traced to Abyssinia from where it was brought to Arabia 
in the 15th century. The Indian context started with an Indian Muslim saint, Baba 
Budan, while on a pilgrimage to Mecca, smuggled seven _______ (by tying it 
around his waist) from Yemen to Mysore in India. It spread to other areas of 
Wynad (now part of Kerala), the Shevaroys and Nilgiris in Tamil Nadu.

What?



4*.

Identify?



5.Identify the place



6.



7.
Émile Moreau  was a French playwright and screenwriter. In co-operation with Victorien Sardou, he wrote 
the plays Madame Sans-Gêne (1893) and Cleopatre (the basis for the 1917 film Cleopatra).He also wrote 
the play Les Amours de la reine Élisabeth, and the script for its film adaptation in 1912.

He along with T K Banerjee, an Indian businessman and others found a company in Allahabad in 1887 
which can be said to have made a significant impact on reading habits of people.

What company am I talking about?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indian_people


8*.Which region?
The name X became popular only in the 20th century. This region was known as Datta Mandalalu as 
districts of present X were ceded to the British rulers in gratitude for British help in several wars in 1802. 
At the beginning of the 20th century many intellectuals of this region were under the opinion that this 
name was insulting to the prestige of the public. On 17 and 18 November 1928 a meeting was held. A 
serious discussion came about on the naming of this region among the participant leaders. Chilukuri 
Narayana Rao suggested the name X as the Y Dynasty of the Vijayanagara Empire ruled mainly this 
region and a culture with a proud heritage had flourished.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ceded_districts


9.What?
Thalassery

Bombay

Calcutta

Ambur/Vaniyambadi

Bhatkali

Memoni

Dindigul

X

Palakkad Rawther

Sindhi

Karachi

Bohri

Kalyani

Lucknow

Beary



10*.Identify?



11.
The name of this pass literally means pile of corpses, due to people dying in bad 
weather trying to cross it.It is a high mountain pass on the eastern Pir Panjal 
Range of the Himalayas around 51 km (32 mi) from Manali. It connects the Kullu 
Valley with the Lahaul and Spiti Valleys of Himachal Pradesh, India. Manali-Leh 
Highway, a part of NH 21, transverses this Pass.



12*.Connect
A sash formerly worn in the Indian 
subcontinent by domestic workers 
and low-status office workers around 
waist.



13.



14.Identify



15.
The 36th amendment to the constitution enforced on 26th April 1975 brought a 
new state into existence in the union of India.Which state?



16.
Born in Secunderabad on 1st september,1930 this Indian architect was an alumni of 
MIT and 1970–75, he was Chief Architect for New Bombay (Navi Mumbai).He also 
designed the distinctive buildings of National Crafts Museum, New Delhi (1975–
1990),Bharat Bhavan, Bhopal (1982), Jawahar Kala Kendra (Jawahar Arts Centre), 
in Jaipur, Rajasthan (1986–1992), British Council, Delhi, (1987–92) the McGovern 
Institute for Brain Research at MIT, Boston (2000–2005), City Centre (Salt Lake 
City, Kolkata) in Kolkata (2004) and the Champalimaud Centre for The Unknown in 
Lisbon, Portugal (2007–2010).

Who was this renowned architect?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Bombay
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Navi_Mumbai
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/National_Crafts_Museum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bharat_Bhavan


17.Connect
 B.R. Ambedkar

S.P. Mookerjee

 John Mathai

C.H. Bhabha 

Shanmukham Chetty



18.Who?
X's first marriage was to Parkash Kaur at the age of 19 in 1954. From his first marriage, he has two sons, 

___________ and ____________ both successful actors, and two daughters, Vijeeta and Ajeeta. 

After moving to Mumbai and getting into the film business, X wed ___________  after converting to Islam so he 

could also stay married to his previous wife without having to get a getting a divorce. She eventually married 

him in 1980. The couple has two daughters.



19.
Y is a feat in cricket.X was the first indian to commit this feat in 1934.When his son 
committed this feat this duo became the first father son pair to have accomplished 
this feat and they remain the only such pair till date.The feat Y has been committed 
by 14 indians.The latest addition to the list is Rohit Sharma in 2013.



20.Funda?

A congress MP said :‘No 
hair grows on my head. 
Does it mean that the head 
has no value?’.In what 
context was it said?


